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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
The equation to be studied is the 71th order linear differential equation 
r(n) 3 -f- p,&) y-1) + ... + p&c) y = 0, a<x<co U-1) 
where -a < n < co and p, (z’ = O,..., 72 - 1) is real valued and continuous 
on (a, m). 
The paper is divided into four sections. This introductory section contains 
definitions, some references to previous works, and a brief discussion of 
the results of the remaining sections. Section 2 sets forth several inequalities 
relating the boundary-value functions to be defined later in this section. 
These inequalities, while of interest in themselves, provide the tools for 
proving the main results which are contained in Section 3 and Section 4. 
The results of Section 3 show that the first conjugate point function, qi(t), 
equals the minimum of certain sets of other boundary-value functions. 
Section 4 establishes the exact nature of the zero-distributions of extremal 
solutions for qr(t) when it is assumed that solutions with certain other 
zero-distributions do not exist. 
For easy reference, all definitions and conventions are now stated. By 
agreement, the letters i, j, K, WZ, n, p, and q and all subscripted forms thereof 
always represent positive integers when they occur in the statements of 
definitions and results. In order to avoid constant repetition, a solution 
of (1.1) means a nontrivial (not identically zero) solution unless explicit 
reference to the identically zero solution is made. 
Suppose now that Y(X) is a solution of (1.1) and t E (a, co). The exact 
order (or the exact multiplicity) of y(x) at .t = t, denoted by [t; y], is the 
smallest nonnegative integer s such that p(t) + 0 (here y@)(t) = y(tj). 
If [t; y] > 0, U(X) is said to have a zero at x = t. To say that y(x) has a 
simple zero, a double zero, or a triple zero at x = t means that [t; y] = 1, 
[t; y] = 2, or [t; y] = 3, respectively. A reference to the number of zeros 
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of a solution of (1.1) is a reference to the number of zeros counting multi- 
plicities unless it is explicitly stated that the number of distinct zeros is 
being considered. 
Suppose y(x) is a solution of (1.1) and the interval I is a subset of (a, co). 
Ifk>2andi,+ ... + & > n, theny(x) will be said to have an (ir ,..., Q- 
distribution (an [i r ,..., &]-distribution) of zeros on I if there exist k points 
, Us in I with 01~ < *.. 
;; ‘2. I,... 
< ak and [q ; y] > ij (j = I,..., k) ([q ; y] = ij 
, R)). If i and k satisfy k < n - 1 and i < n - k -/- 1, then V(X) 
will be said to have an o,“-distribution (s$-distribution) ((&k-distribution)) 
of zeros on I if there is a point 01 in 1 such that Y(X) has at least i - 1 distinct 
zeros each of odd exact order (at least i - 1 distinct zeros) ((at least i - 1 
zeros)) in (a, CX) n 1, [c1; y] = k ([q y] > k) (([cq y] > k)), and at least 
n - i - k + 1 distinct zeros each of odd exact order (at least n - i - k + 1 
distinct zeros) ((at least ?z - i - k + 1 zeros)) in (CX, co) n I. If tr and t2 
are real numbers satisfying a < tr < t, < co, then Y(X) will be said to have 
an q,-distribution (an q,--distribution) of zeros on [tl , tJ if y(tl) = 0 
WJ = 0) and Y(X) h as at least ~ri + k - 1 zeros on [tl , t,]. As another 
simplification of terminology, Y(X) will be said to have (il ,..., Q-zeros on I 
ify(x) has an (il ,..., e i )-distribution of zeros on I. An analogous interpretation 
will be in order when Y(X) is said to have oik-zeros, sik-zeros, iV,li-zeros, 
Trc-zeros, or vk--zeros on an interval. 
The boundary-value functions to be studied here are defined in terms 
of zero-distributions of solutions. For the purposes of these definitions 
take the infimum of the empty set to be co and the supremum of the empty 
set to be a. If t E (a, CO), k > 2, and it + *me + & > n, define ~(ir ,..., ik ; t) 
(y[il ,..., ih ; t]) to be the infimum of the numbers r > t such that there 
is a solution of (1.1) having (il ,..., i,)-zeros ([ii ,..., &]-zeros) on [t, r]. 
Likewise if k < n - 1 and i < II - k + 1, define oi”(t)(s$(t))((Ni”(t))) to be 
the infimum of the numbers Y in (t, CO) such that there is a solution of (1.1) 
having o$zeros (sjk-zeros) ((N$ zeros)) on [t, r]. For positive k, define 
the Kth right conjugate point of t, qc(t), (the kth left conjugate point of t, 
ql;(t), ) to be th e infimum (supremum) of the numbers I in (t, co) (in (a, t)) 
such that there exists a solution of (1 *l) h aving ?;lr-zeros in [t, Y] (qli--zeros 
in [Y, t]). When the kth conjugate point is referred to, this will be understood 
to mean the kth right conjugate point. Define the domain of Tk(t)(qk-(t)) 
to be (t E (a, co) j qk(t) < co} ((t E (a, co) 1 Tk-(t) > a}) and define the range 
of Tk(t)(qc-(t)) to be the image of the domain. 
Note that the definitions of sik(t) and Nik(t) as given above are degenerate 
when k = 1 in that sll(t) = s21(t) = -0. = s,nl(t) and Nll(t) = Nzl(t) = 
. . . = N,l(t). Also, it follows immediately from their definition that the 
functions r(il ,..., ik ; t), oi”(t), s,*(t), and Nik(t) are all nondecreasing functions 
of t and that Nik(t) < sit(t) < o,“(t) for all t E (n, co). Furthermore, the 
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i&ma in the definitions of certain of these boundary-value functions cannot 
generally be asserted to be minima (for example, see Peterson [20]). AS a 
convention, any time a boundary-value function or a corresponding zero- 
distribution is referred to, it will be assumed that the corresponding integers 
satisfy the appropriate inequalities. For example, if r(ir ,.‘., i, ; t) is written, 
then it will be assumed that K > 2 and i $-...+ i, > 7~. 
To simplify notation, let pi(t), pJt], u$(t) and ~<[t] be defined by pi(t) = 
r(;, n - i; t), pi[t] = I[& n - i; t], oi(t) : .r(i, n - i + 1; t) and 5&t] = 
t[i, n - i + 1; t]. It should also be noted that s,q(t) is a simplified form of 
r(i, . ,.-., ~,-qi-1 ; t)wherei,=qandi,=lifl <j<n--q+landj#p. 
If t E (a, 00) and I < cc, (qk-(t) > a), an extremal solution for I 
(for qs-(t)) is a solution of (1.1) having a zero at t and at least n i- K - 1 
zeros on [t, I] (on [Q-(t), t]). It is well-known (see [S]) and follows 
from results such as Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 of this section that estremal 
solutions always exist when I < co (yrz-(t) > LZ)= 
A solution of (1.1) is said to be oscillatory if the set of its zeros is un- 
bounded above and Eq. (I .l) is said to be oscillatory if there is an oscillatory 
solution of (1.1). 
The adjoint equation to Eq. (1.1) is 
(--1)“y” + (--1)-l (p,&)y)‘“-1’ + ... -ty p,(x)y = 0 
and is defined only when pi E: C”(a, co) (i = O,..., n .- 1). Equation (1.1) 
will be said to be self-adjoint when the adjoint equation is defined and 
the solution space of (1.1) equals the solution space of its adjoint. 
Iff(rc) is a nondecreasing extended real valued function defined on (a, cc) 
and t > n is given, let f(t+) d enote the right-hand limit of f(x) at x = t. 
Note that r(il ,..., ik ; t+) < K if and only if there is a solution of (1.1) 
with (i1 ,.. ., Q-zeros on (t, K). M any of the results to be proved here will 
be stated in terms of this notation. For esample, Lemma 2.1 says that 
ov”(t+) > o,“(t+) whenever t > a, p ,( i, and p +- q > i -k K. This is 
equivalent to saying that if p < i and p + q > i + k, then the existence 
of a solution of (1.1) with opq- zeros on an open interval I C (n, co) implies 
the existence of a sohrtion of (1 .l) with oik-zeros on 1. Each result stated 
in this manner has an analogous interpretation. 
Although the notation adopted here is slightly different, the boundary- 
value functions defined above except for o,“(tj and N%‘“(t) have all been 
defined and studied by other authors. There are many results dealing with 
the ordering of the different r(ir ,.+., & ; f)-functions, some being for nth 
order equations and some for third order and fourth order equations. Some 
references of this type are Azbelev and Caljuk [7], Aliev [ 1, 2, 3, 4, 51, 
Peterson 120, 21, 221, Sherman [29], and Ridenhour and Sherman [27J 
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Peterson [21] has defined the function SC(~) for the particular case k = 2 
and has shown that I 1 min{s,“(t), sjz(t)j when z’ # j. Levin [17] has 
defined and studied rather extensively the function pi(t) obtaining some 
results on monotonicity in particular. The results, proved here in Section 2 
and Section 3, are of the same nature as those in many of the references. 
The definition of conjugate points as given here is an outgrowth of the 
study of a particular fourth order equation by Leighton and Nehari [16]. 
The first conjugate point function I for the general nth order equation 
has been defined independently by Sherman [29] and Levin [17]. The kth 
conjugate point function has been defined for third order equations by 
Hanan [9] and for the general fzth order equation by Gus&on [8]. The 
reader should be cautioned that many authors (for example, Reid [26]) 
who study zero properties of differential equations via a calculus of variations 
approach define conjugate points differently. 
For a particular fourth order equation, qk.(t) was shown to be a strictly 
increasing continuous function by Leighton and Nehari [16]. Sherman [29] 
established for the general nth order equation that vi(t) is strictly increasing 
and that the domain of I is an interval. The fact that I is continuous 
was not explicitly stated by Sherman [29]; however, his analysis easily 
implies continuity. Hinton [l 1) h as shown for general zth order quasi- 
differential equations that I is an increasing continuous function the 
domain of which is an interval. The main theorems of Section 4 give some 
sufficient conditions for the continuity of I.. 
Considerable use is made of the following well-known theorems which 
are stated here for convenient reference. Several authors (see [16, 29, 24, 
and 151) have used results similar to Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Theorems 1.3 
and 1.4 are due to Sherman [29], while Theorem 1.5 is due to Levin [17] 
with a similar result having been proved by Sherman [29]. 
THEOREM 1.1. <f {yi(x)} is a sepuence of solutions of (l.l), thez there 
exists a sequence Cc+} of coastants and a subsequence (zij) of {ai> sucla that 
{c~y,~(x)} converges uniformly on compact subsets of (a, 00) to a solution y(x) 
of (1.1). 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose (Ye> is a sequence of soZutions of (1. I) which 
converges uniformly on compact subsets of (a, co) to a solution y(x) of (1.1). 
Suppose also that (UJ and (pi} are sequences with a < cxi < /z$ < CO for 
each i which converge to a: E (a, co) and /3 E (a, co), respectively. If yJx) has 
at least m zeros on [E.~ , pi] fo7 each i, then y(x) has at least m zeros on [LX, /3]. 
Furthermore, for i su$‘ZentZy large, yi(x) cannot have more xe~os on [ai, /3J 
than y(x) has on [a, /3]. 
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THEOREM 1.3. Jf a < t < VI(t) < 03, then there is an extremal solution 
y(x) for Tl(t) such that y(x) f 0 fm s E (t, I). Hence, 
Tl(t) == min(pl(t),..., p&t)). 
THEOREM 1.4. The domain ?f Tl(t) is an opelz interval of the .form (a, b) 
where b :< a, aad m(t) is strictly increasing and continuous on its domain. 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose a<a<fl<m and I <i<n-I. lf there 
exists a solution y(x) of (1.1) satisfying [01; y] > i alzd [p; y] 3 A - i, then 
there is a solutio?l z(x) of the adjoint equation sati:fyi?lg [a; z] > ?2. - i atid 
[B; 4 >, i. 
2. INEQUALITIES 
Many of the results of this paper are interpreted in terms of Diagram 2.1 
below which is drawn to illustrate the results when Eq. (1.1) is of order 10. 
Note that all sik such that i + R - 1 is constant lie on a diagonal En 
Diagram 2.1. If 2 < p < 9, L, refers to the straight Line just above the 
diagonal on which i + k - 1 = p. Also, all si7: such that a’ is constant 
lie on a diagonal, and the straight line just above the diagonal containing 
those six: for which i = p is called R, . The lines L, and R, together are 
called I’,, . Note that L, , R, , and V, are shown in the diagram. 
Some inequalities are now proved. 
LEMMA 2.1. If t > a, p < i, and p + q > i + k, then opa(t~k) > oF(t+). 
Proof. It will first be shown that ofzt(t+) 3 o$(t+) and o:+‘(t+) > o>(tl) 
when 1 < i < n - R + 1. Suppose y(x) is a solution of (1.1) having 
oft$zeros on an interval (t, c) where c E (t, CO). Let 01 be a point in (t, c) 
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such that [a; y] = k + 1, Y(X) has at least i - 2 zeros each of odd exact 
order in (t, a), and y(x) has at least 1z - i - k + 1 zeros each of odd exact 
orderin (01, c). Since --y(x) is also a solution of (1. l), assume that Y(~+~)(u) > 0. 
For E > 0, let yJx) be the solution of (1.1) satisfying the initial conditions 
y:‘(a) = y(j)(~) for j = l,..., k - 1, k + l,..., n - 1 and yak’(a) = E. By the 
continuous dependence of solutions on initial conditions, y,(x) for some E 
sufficiently small has o$zeros on (t, c). Hence, o,“(t+) < ofTi( A similar 
argument shows that oik(t+) < o:+r(t+). 
Analogous reasoning also shows that @‘(if) > olk(t+) and otti >, 
02~+a(t+) whenever k < -n - 2. It can now be seen that oPq(t+) 3 oi”(f+) 
whenever p < i and p + q > i + k concluding the proof. 
Consider now a diagram similar to Diagram 2.1 in which each sik has 
been replaced by oik. Suppose that the lines L, and R4 which intersect just 
below 03* are drawn. Lemma 2.1 implies that if oik is above both L, and R4 
in the diagram, then ~,~(t+) > oa4(t+). 
THEOREM 2.1. If t > a and i + k - 1 < n - 2, tkelz s,“(t+) < p,Jt+). 
Also, ;f t 3 a and i 3 3, then Q(t+) < pl(t+). 1 
Proof. Suppose t E (a, co), i + k - I < n - 2, and s,‘*‘(t-+) > pn-l(t+). 
A contradiction will be obtained proving the first part of the theorem. 
Letting c = sE(t+), one sees that there is a solution y(x) of (1.1) such that 
[a; y] = n - 1 and [p; y] > 1 f or some points 01 and p with t < 01 < /? < c. 
By Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.2, and the fact that no solution of (1.1) has %1 
zeros at ct, there exists a number 6 > 0 such that t < 01- S < ‘01+ S < /3, 
no solution of (1.1) has at least 12 zeros on (a - 6, a + S), and no solution 
of (1.1) has at least 11 - 1 zeros in (a - 6, a + 6) and a zero at /? of higher 
order than v; y]. 
Let 01~ ,..., ol,..,-, be chosen so that 01 - 6 < a1 < ... < ~~~~~~ < 01+ 6, 
~lj E (a - 6, a) for j < i, and q E (a, 01+ 6) for j > i. Let y9(x) (p = 
1 ,-*-, n - k - 1) be a solution of (1.1) satisfying [a; yp] > 72 - p - 1 and 
[aj ; ~$1 2 1 (j = l,..., p). By the choice of S, if 1 < p < n - k - 1, 
then [a; y,] = R -p - 1 and [q ; yp] = 1 (j = l,..*,p). By Lemma 2.1, 
oy-l(P) 3 c so [p; y] is even. First assume that n - k - 1 = 1; then 
k = ti - 2 and i = 1. Since sF”(t+) = c, it follows that yr(~) # 0 for 
x E (011 , c); however, if E > 0 is small enough, either Y(X) + DYE or 
y(x) - cyl(x) has s;“-” -zeros in (t, c) contradicting sy-2(t+) = c. 
Now assume that ~z - k - 1 > 1. It is proved by induction on p that 
p; y,] = [Is; Yl (P = L..., rc - k - 1). Suppose that yr(p) + 0. If i = 1, 
Lemma 2.1 implies that oTe2(t+) > c; however, a linear combination of 
y(x) and y,(x) can then be found which contradicts oFe2(t+) > c. If i > 1, 
Lemma 2.1 implies that oTb2(t+) > c and oi”(t+) > c. Then y,(x) does not 
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have any zeros of odd exact order in (01, c); hence, either y(x) - cy,(xj or 
y(x) + ~yr(x) for E > 0 and sufficiently small has o:-s-zeros on (t, c) which 
is a contradiction. This shows that y&3) = 0 and it remains to be established 
that [B; yll = [8; ~1. 
By the choice of 6, [/3; yr] d [/3; y]. Assume that I/3; yr] # [pa; y]. Again 
consider the cases where i = I or i > 1. If i = 1, then Lemma 2.1 implies 
that oy-‘(tf) 3 c so that both [p; yl] and [p; y] - cc; yr] are even; how- 
ever, o:-“(t+) >, c is then contradicted by considering y(x) $ cyl(x) and 
y(x) - ~yr(~) for E > 0 and sufficiently small. If i > 1, then oy-“(tf) >, c, 
oi-‘(t+) > c, and a similar argument yields that [/3; yr] = [p; y]. 
If LPP;Y,-11 = RYI and 2 f p < n - k - 1, then one can prove that 
[B~YZ;J = L-B;rl by using Lemma 2.1, considering the cases where p < i 
or p >, i, and looking at Iinear combinations of yp-r(2) and y,(x). The 
details are omitted since the proof is similar to that of La; yJ = [p; y]. 
This completes the induction. 
However, one now sees that Y,~..+~(x) has s&zeros on (t, c) thus con- 
tradicting Q(t+) = c and completing the proof that sik(t+) < p&t+). 
The fact that Q(t+) < pi(t+) when i > 3 and t E (a, co) is proved either 
by reversing the roles of 01 and p in the above proof or by a change of variables. 
In terms of Diagram 2.1, Theorem 2.1 says that sik(t+) < p+r(t+) whenever 
siR is below the diagonal line L, and that s,“(t+) < pr(t+) whenever sik is 
below the diagonal line R, . 
If t E (a, co), Peterson [22] has shown that s?(tj < ..- < $-l(t)- The 
following corollary is closely related. 
COROLLARY 2.1.1. Ift > aundi + k -- 1 < n - 2, thens,“(t+) < sl”(tf) 
(p = i + k - l,..., n - 1). Also, if t > a and i >, 3, then s,“(t+) < 
i;-“fl(t+) (p = 2,..., 2.). 
Proof. Let c = $(t+). Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 imply that ol$t+) 2 c 
(p = i + k - l,..., n - 1) and p,-l(t+) = sr-r(t+) 3 c. Suppose p satisfies 
i + k - 1 < p < n - 1 and asp < c. Then there exists a solution Y(X) 
of (1.1) and a point 01 E (t, c) such that [a; y] > p and y(x) has at least n - p 
distinct zeros in (01, c). Let Z(X) be a solution of (1.1) with [a; Z} = n - 1. 
Then z(x) # 0 for all x E ((Y, c); therefore, for E > 0 and sufficiently small, 
either y(x) + EZ(S) or y(x) - ‘Z(X) has o rp-zeros on (t, c) which contradicts 
o,?(C) > c. The second part of the corollary follows similarly. 
The following lemma is instrumental in the proof of several theorems. 
LEMMA~.~. Supposen>,4,n~t(ol<B<cdco,2~p~nn2, 
q<n-p,i <n-p-q+$-,m>p,andm-piseven.Ijp,-i(t+)>c 
(j = l,...,p - 1) and o,“(t+) > c, then no solution of(l.1) has at least i - i 
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d&&t zeros each of odd exact ordm irz (t, a), a zwo at 01 of exact order q, 
a zero at /3 of exact order m, and at least n - p - q - i + 1 distinct zeros 
each of odd exact order in (01, /3) u (/3, c). 
Proof. Assume the lemma false. Let Y(X) be a solution of (1.1) which has 
at least i - 1 distinct zeros each of odd exact order in (t, a), [a; y] = q, 
[/3; y] = In, and at least n - p - q - i + 1 distinct zeros each of odd exact 
order in (ar, p) u (/3, c). 
If p = 2, let zli(x*) be a solution of (1.1) such that [a; z!J = z - 1. Since 
pnel(t+) > c, it follows that q(p) # 0. But then either Y(X) + q(x) or 
y(x) - q(x) for E > 0 and sufficiently small has 06%eros on (t, c) which 
is a contradiction. 
If p > 2, let q(x) be a solution of (1.1) with [a; us] > n -p + 1 and 
p; u2] > p - 2. Since pn-p+2(t+) > c and pn-,D+l(t*) > c, it follows that 
[a; ~a] = fz - p + 1 and [!?; ua] = p - 2. For E > 0 and sufficiently small, 
either y(x) + “U”(X) or y(x) - EU~(X) h as at least i - 1 distinct zeros each of 
odd exact order in (t, OI), has a zero at 01 of exact order q, has at least 
n - p - q - i + 3 distinct zeros each of odd exact order in (ar, p) u (p, c), 
and has a zero at /3 of exact order p - 2. If p - 2 = 1, this contradicts 
O&+) > c. 
Ifp-2>1,itcanbeshownbyinductiononjthat,if2<j<p-l1, 
then there exists a solution yj(x) of (1.1) such that [a; Jjj] = q, L;s; yj] = 
p - j, yj(x) has at least i - 1 distinct zeros each of odd exact order in (t, ol), 
and yj(x) has at least n - p - q - i + j + 1 distinct zeros each of odd 
exact order in (01, /3) u (p, c). Th e existence of ys(x) has just been shown, 
and the existence of yj(x), given the existence of yjml(x), follows in similar 
fashion. However, the zero-distribution of y,-r(x) contradicts o,g(t+) > c 
completing the proof. 
THEOREM 2.2. If k < m < n - 2 and t > a, the-n the following con- 
clusiorzs are valid. 
(1) If i+k-l< m < 72 - 2, then p&t+) > mir&“(t+), u,(t+)} 
(p = I,..., n - m). 
(2) Ifk < m < i + k - 1 ,( n - 2, then pneg(t+) > min{sik(t+), qn(t+)> 
(p =I l,..., n - i - k) and pi+,-Jtt] 3 min(@(tf), u,np(t+)). 
(3) If 3 < i a/zd n - i + 1 < WZ, then p,(t+) > min{$‘(t+), u,-wh+l(tT)} 
(p = I,..., II - m). 
(4) If 3 ,( i and k < PZ. < n-i + 1, thenp,(t+) > min(ri”(t+),a.~-,R+l(~+)} 
(p = l,..., i - 2) a?zd p&t+] > tin(s$(t+), o,-,,,(t+)}. 
Proof. Conclusions (1) and (2) are proved first. Then conclusions (3) 
and (4) follow by analogous reasoning or by a change of variables. 
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Suppose k < m < n - 2, i + k - 1 < IZ - 2, and t E (L?-, co). Let 
M = rrnax{rn, i -1 h) and c = min(s,l(t+), c,,(~+)J. 
It is proved by induction on p that ~+~(t+) > c (p = l,..., n - M). 
Theorem 2.1 implies that pJt+) 3 c which completes the induction in the 
case where i + k = 1z - 1. Suppose then that i + k < n - 1 so that 
n - nf > 2. Let p be an integer satisfying 2 < p < n - M. Suppose also 
that pRej(t7) > c (j = l,..., p - 1). To complete the induction, one needs 
to show ~,~-~(t+) > c. Suppose to the contrary and let y(.v) be a solution 
of (1.1) and a: and /3 be real numbers such that t < 01 < /3 < c, [a; y] >, 
n - p, and [,B; y] >, p. One sees that [a; y] = n - p since ,~,~++r(t+) > C. 
There are two cases depending on whether [/3; y] - p is even or odd. 
Suppose first that Ep; y] - p is even. Lemma 2.1 implies that o’:-“it+) 2 c; 
however, a contradiction then follows from Lemma 2.2. 
Suppose now that [/3; y] - p is odd. Since o,(t+) > c, it follows that 
n - p > m. Applying Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, choose a number 6 > 0 so 
small that t < 01 - 6 < 01 + 6 < p ; no solution of (1. I) has at least 
n - p + 1 zeros in (CX - 8, a + 6) and also has a zero at 13 of exact order 
at least p - 1; and no solution of (1.1) has at least H - p zeros in (CY - 6, a + 6) 
and also has a zero at /3 of exact order at least [p; y] + 1. Let acr ,..., 0(,-P-*2 
be chosen so that OL - 6 < 01~ < *.. < (11+~+,, < QC + 6, aj < 01 if j < i, 
and o”~ > 01 ifj > i. If 1 .< q < IZ - p - m, let y&x) be a solution of (1.1) 
suchthat[~;y,]>,n-~---,[~;v,]~~-l,andy,(or~)=O(j=i,...,g). 
If 1 < q < 12 - p - WZ, then [cq yJ = n - p - q, [ai ; y,] == 1 (j = 1 ,~..I g), 
and [/3; yq] < [/I; y] by the choice of 6. 
It is established by induction on q that &I; yJ = [/3; y] (q = l,..., n-p---l+ 
Assume that [/I; yl] < [fi; y] and suppose first that [fi; yr] - (p - 1) is 
even. Lemma 2.1 implies that or “+-P-l(t+) 3 c; however, a linear combination 
of y(x) and yr(~) can be found which either contradicts o;“-“-l(t+j > c or 
Lemma 2.2. In the case where [k?; yr] - (p - 1) is odd, Lemma 2.2 applies 
directly to contradict either o;-“-‘(tf) 3 c when i = 1 or ogPP-r(t+) > c 
when i > 1. This establishes that [/3; yr] = [p; y]. 
If n - p - nz = 1, this completes the induction on g; hence, assume 
z - p - ~2 > 1 and that [fi; Y.~] z= [/3; y] for j = l,..., q - 1 where q .< 
n - p - m. Suppose that [/3; y,J f [/3; y] which immediately impties that 
[,0; y,J < [p; y] by the choice of 6. First it is shown that [/I; y,J - (p - 1) 
is even. Suppose [/3; yJ - (p - 1) is odd and hence that [/3; y,] - p is even. 
If i S. q, a contradiction of Lemma 2.2 folloms since olePeQ(t+) > c. If 
q < i, Lemma 2.1 implies oq+r ( ) n-PPq t+ > c and Lemma 2.2 is again con- 
tradicted. Therefore, [fi; yJ - (p - 1) is even. 
Hence, both [@; yJ - p and [f3; y] - p are odd while [/3; y] - [f3; yJ is 
even. If q < i, then oi-“-“(tf) > c by Lemma 2.1. By considering the 
solutions JJ+~(x) + qn(x) and y,-l(.~) - q&x) for E > 0 and sufficiently 
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small, one obtains a contradiction of oz-“-“(t+) > c when p =: 2 or of 
Lemma 2.2 when p > 2. If q > i, then o:-“-“(t+) > c and a procedure 
similar to that used when 4 < i produces a contradiction. This completes 
the proof of the induction on q. 
It has now been established that [p; y,l = [p; y] > p and [a; yJ = 
n -p - q for 4 = l,..., n -P - m and that [a; y] = n - p. Hence, there 
are n - p - m + 1 linearly independent solutions of (1.1) each having a 
zero at a: of exact order at least m and each having a zero at p of exact order 
at least p + 1. One now sees that there is a solution Z(X) of (1 .I) with 
[01; .zJ > m and [p; x] > n - m + 1 thus contradicting um(t+) > c and 
completing the proof that p&t+) > c (p = l,..., n - &I). 
If m > i + K - 1, then M = m and the result follows from the above. If 
m < i + R - 1, the above shows that p+p(t+) > c (p = l,..., n - i - b). 
Lemma 2.2 then implies that pitrJt+] > c which completes the proof of 
conclusion (2). 
Ifm==a+K-- 1, then pnl(t+) 3 c since p,Jt+] > c, uyn.+l(t+) > c, and 
Gus >, c. This completes the proof of conclusion (1) and of the theorem. 
The following basic fact is stated as a lemma for convenient reference. 
LEM~W 2.3. Suppose F is a nondecreasitig extended real valued function. 
on (a, CO). If t E (a, co), F(t) > ql(t), and I > F(t+), then ql(t) = F(t). 
Proof Theorem 1.4 implies that ql(t) = I; hence, one obtains 
qr(t) < F(t) < F(t-t) < ql(t+) = TX(t) proving the lemma. 
A corollary to Theorem 2.2 is now given which is equivalent to the well- 
known theorem of Hartman [lo] stating that there is a solution of (1.1) 
having n zeros on an open interval I if and only if there is a solution of (1.1) 
having n distinct zeros on I. Arama [6] and Opial [19] have also given proofs 
of this theorem. A stronger result than Hartman’s has been proved by 
Sherman [30] in which it is shown that the open interval can be replaced 
by a half-open interval and that the distinct zeros can actually be taken 
to be simple zeros. Another proof of Sherman’s result has been given by 
Kim [13]. 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. If t E (a, co), then VI(t) = sll(t). 
Proof. The corollary is trivial when n = 2. If IZ 3 3, Theorem 2.2 
implies that pr(t+) > s:(t+) (; = l,..., B - 1). It follows from Theorem 1.3 
that Tl(t+) > sll(t’) and then from Lemma 2.3 that ql(t) = s,‘(t). 
The equivalence of Corollary 2.2.1 and Hartman’s result follows from 
Theorem 1.4. 
Some inequalities involving the iV$functions are now proved. Theorem 2.3 
is instrumental in proving the results of Section 4. 
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Some notation is introduced to avoid repetition in the different proofs. 
If a < t < 01 < c < co, let A(ol, IV$, (t, c)) be the set {y(x) 1 y(x) is a 
solution of (1.1) with [a; y] >, Q, at least i - 1 zeros in (t, 01)~ and at least 
TZ - i - q + 1 zeros in (01, c)j. If y(x) E: A(ol, iV$, (t, c)) and i > 1 
(i < n - q + l), th en let CX,(&,) be the maximum (minimum) number b 
in (t, a)((~, c)) such that y(x) has at least i - 1 (n - i - 4 + 1) zeros in 
[b, CX)((CX, b]), let L(y)(R(y)) be the exact number of distinct zeros of y(x) 
in b,, G(T PJ), and let 4~),--, ~L~Y)(A(Y~-~ PREY)) where 4~) > 
... > %CdY>Wlb’> < ... < pRo,)(y)) be all the distinct zeros of Y(X) in 
t%l3 ct)((a, &]). If i = 1 (1 < i < n - 4 f l)((i = n - 4 + l)i, let M(y) 
equal 
R(u) 
2 ([MY); Yl - 1) (g (My); y] - 1) 
4- 2 (wY>;Yl - l,,i(E ([%(Y);Yl - 1))). 
Note that M(y) depends on the exact multiplicities of the zeros of y(x) in 
[a,, a) u (ol, &] and that M(y) is zero when all these zeros are simple. 
The following proofs depend on minimizing M(y). 
LEMMA 2.4. 1f t > n, then iVrg(t+) > minQV~+‘(f+), p@(t*), ore> rind 
AC’,-,+,(t+) 3 min(N~t~(t+), p,Jt+), ~~-~+~(t+)>. 
Proof. Let min{Ar~tl(t+), p,(t+), or”(C)} = c. Suppose N1@(rt) < c. A 
contradiction will be obtained, thus proving part of the lemma. Let a? 
be a point in (t, c) such that A(a, &Q, (t, c)) is not empty and let 
U(X) E -il(~, N1*, (t, c)) be such. that M(z6) is minimal; that is, M(u) < M(y) for 
every y(x) E A(ol, A$*, (t, c)). From min(n;,“+‘(t+), p&t+), or*(t+)> =J c, one 
sees that [a; u] = q, R(u) > 1, and M(u) > 0. Let U(X) be a solution of (1 .l) 
satisfying b; ~1 3 4 + 1, [A(+ 4 > Wl(4; 4 - 1, [P&4; 7.~1 3 [Pj(4; f~l 
for 2 < j < R(zc), and [/3RoJ~); v] 3 n - 4 - 1 - CfLy”-’ [$$(zl); ti]. Using 
Theorem 1.2, one sees that either U(X) f ,a(~) or u(x) - W(X) for E > 0 
and sufficiently small violates the minimality of M(u). 
AnaIogous reasoning shows that 
LEMMA 2.5. If t > a, then iTi* > min{N~+l(t+), N~.Jt+)), o&t+)) ad 
iv&‘-) > min{Ng(t+), ivj7+l(t+), op(t+)>. 
Proof. Let min(N~+l(t+-), Nf-l(t+), oig(t+)} = c. Suppose N,*(t+) < c; 
then, there is a point 01 E (t, c) such that A(cx, Ni4, (t, c)) is not empty. Let 
u(x) be a solution in A(ol, Ni*, (t, c)) such that M(y) > M(u) for all 
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Y(X) E A(q Niq, (t, c)). Let V(X) be a solution of (1.1) such that [a; v] 3 q + 1, 
il$(+; 4 b CM4 4 for 1 <i < W, U&&4; 4 3 [PRbh4; 4 - 1, 
[aj(zc); V] > [q(u); U] for 1 < j < L(U), and 
[%‘)(4; 4 3 i - 2 - 1 b&>; 4. 
id 
A linear combination of U(X) and V(X) can be found which contradicts the 
minimality of M(U). 
A similar argument yields that N,‘J(t+) > min(N~?~(t+), N&(t+), oiQ(t+)>’ 
LEMMA 2.6. If t > a, then iViq(t+) >, min(N,“?l’(t+), No+‘, o,q(t+), 
o&(t+-)) ~2nd N&t+) > min{N~~~(t+), Nf+l(t+), o,“(t+), ~~-~(t+)}. 
Proof. Let c = min{N~~~(t+), NT+r(t+), o,~(t+), oj+r(t+)>. Suppose that 
Ni”(t+) < c. Hence, there is a point a! E (t, c) such that A(JI, Niq, (t, c)) 
is not empty and a solution U(X) E B(ol, A?/, (t, c)) such that M(y) > M(U) 
for all y(X) E A(c+ Naq, (t, c)). 
Let V(X) be a solution of (1.1) with [a; U] >, q + 1, &(u); V] 3 [;B,(u); U] 
for 1 <j < R(U), pR&z4); V] > 72 - i - q - C$+’ l&(u); U], [c+(U); V] 3 
[&u); u] for 1 <i <L(u), and [qU)(~); V] > i - 2 - CF$‘” [a?(u); u]. 
Assume that ZI(OL~(&U)) = z@~(~)(u)) = 0 and L(u) > 1; if not, then 
minor adjustments of the following argument are necessary. If either 
bLh)(~); 4 - l aL ld u ; z1 is odd or [/3R(U)(z~); U] - [,8R(U)(~); V] is odd, then (  >  
a linear combination of U(X) and V(X) can be found to violate the mini- 
mality of M(U). Hence, suppose both [C+(~)(U); U] - [aLcB)(u); V] and 
Rm(4; 4 - h?h)(~); 1 u are even. For E f 0, let U<(X) = U(X) + ED(X). 
Then for some E with j E j sufficiently small, u$(x) has at least one zero of 
odd exact order in (t, Q(&u)) and at least one zero of odd exact order in 
(OWL, aL(.u)-l(u)), [aj(u); 4 = L4u); ~1 (j = l,--.,~Yu)), and BjPj(U>; 4 = 
PM; 4 (j = I,..., R(U)). If [cx~(u); V] = 1 (j = l,..., L(U)) and [&(u); V] = 1 
(j = l,..., R(u)), this contradicts oiJt+) > c. In the case where V(X) has a 
multiple zero at one or more of the numbers al(u),..., QL(~)(u), P,(U),..., pRiu)(zO, 
one can show by taking a finite number of linear combinations of solutions 
(each of which involves the previous linear combination and some solution 
having exactly i - 2 zeros in (t, a), a zero at 01 of multiplicity at least q + 1, 
and exactly n - i - y zeros in (a, c)) that there is a solution whose zero- 
distribution contradicts of+Jt+) > c. 
An analogous proof shows 
ATi” > min(N~Z~(t+), Nf+r(t+), o,"(t+), &(t+)}. 
Consider a diagram similar to Diagram 2.1 in which all the sjk with k > 3 
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have been replaced by Nik and the lines L, and R5 have been drawn. Suppose 
t >, a and c = min{g,(t+), u,(t+), sC(t+)>. Lemma 2.1 implies that o:(t+) > E 
whenever i < 4 and i + iz - 1 > 5. Considering Theorem 2.2, one sees 
that p&t+) = NrQ(t+) > c and pi(t+) > c (i = 8, 7, 6, 5). From Lemma 2.4, 
it now follows that Nrk(t+) > c (K = 8, 7, 6, 5). Again by Theorem 2.2 and 
Lemma 2.4, it follows that Nzflei(t+) > c (i = 2, 3,4). Using Lemma 2.5, 
one sees that Nat(t) > c (K = 8, 7,6, 5); then, PJz4(t+) > c by Lemma 2.6. 
Lemma 2.5 implies that Ns”(t+) > c (K = 7,6, 5,4) and then Lemma 2.6 
implies that Ns3(t+) > c. More applications of Lemma 2.5 yield that 
Nsk(t+) 3 c (k = 6, 5,4, 3). Note that Lemma 2.6 cannot be used to imply 
that Njl(t+) > c since it is not known that osejt+) 3 c. This systematic 
application of Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 along with Theorem 2.2 and 
Lemma 2.1 has shown that N$(t+) > c whenever NF is above L, and R, p 
a result which is a special case of the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. If t 3 a, q > 3,p + q > i + 2, andp < i, then Npq(t+>  
min{siz(t+), ui+l(t+), ui(t+)). 
Proof. Let c = min{s?(t+), ui+l(t+), oi(t+)>. Note that n > 4 since 
3 < q < n - 1. There are five cases depending on whether i = 1, i = 2, 
2<i<n-2,i=n-2,ori=n.-I. 
Suppose i = 1. Applying Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.2, and Lemma 2.4 in that 
order, one obtains ol”(t+) > c (k = 2 ,..., y1- I), P&F) > c (j = l,..., n - 2), 
and N;“-‘(t+) > c (j = l,..., n - 2). 
Now suppose that i = 2. If .n = 4, the result follows from Lemma 2.1. 
If z > 4, then Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 imply that olk(t+) > c 
(k = 3,..., n - l), ozk(t+) >, c (k == 3,..., n - l), and p,-j(t+) 3 c (i = 
II - 3). As in the case where i = I, it now follows that NF-‘(t+) > c 
;;‘;l I,... ,fz - 3). Then Ng-‘(t+) > c since ol-l(t+) > c and u%(tf) >, c. 
Finally, Lemma 2.5 implies that Nr-j(t+) 3 c (j = I,..., 12 - 3) completing 
the proof when i = 2. 
If 2 < i < R - 2, a systematic application of Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.2, 
and Lemmas 2.4, 2.5,’ and 2.6 proves the result. The general outline of 
the proof is illustrated by the example when n = 10 and i = 4 which 
preceded this theorem. 
The cases i = II - 2 and i = .rl- 1 are analogous to the cases i = 2 
and i := I, respectively. 
3. REPRESENTATIONS OF vi(t) 
The object of this section is to prove m(t) is the minimum of sets of 
other boundary-value functions. Representative of such results in the 
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literature are I = min{s%(t), $(t)) when i # j due to Peterson [21], 
vr(t) = srl(t) due to Hartman [lo], and I = min(pr(t),..., p+Jt)> due to 
Sherman [29]. 
For the rest of this paper, it is implicitly assumed when an expression 
such as sik(t) is written that k >, 2; for otherwise, the results would be 
trivially true since I = srr(t) = ... = s,‘(t). 
THEOREM 3.1. If t E (a, co), then 
I = min{sl’(t), $-l(t)> = min(s~-l(t), Si-r(t)>. 
Proof. Suppose t E (a, co). If n = 3, then Theorem 1.3 implies that 
7jl(t) = min(sr2(t), sg-l(t)}. If ?z > 4, let c = min{s12(t+), st-‘(t+)}. Since 
u2(t+) > c, it foll ows from Theorem 2.2 that pi(t+) > c (i = n - l,..., 2). 
Also sl-‘(tf) = pl(t+) > c; therefore, one sees that -ql(t+) > c by Theorem 1.3. 
Lemma 2.3 now implies that a(t) = min{s12(t), s:-‘(t)}. 
A similar argument shows that qr(t) = min(sT-l(t), stpl(t)>. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose t E (a, CD), (1.1) is setf-adjoint, azd k < m < n/2. 
J,f i + k - 1 < n/2, then I = min(s,k(t), u,(t)}. If p > n/2, then I = 
n-Ws,k(t>, ~,-m+l(t>~. 
Proof. Let c = min{sik(t+), crm(t+)> and N be the greatest integer equal 
to or less than n/2. Showing that ql(t+) > c suffices to show that vi(t) = 
min(Q(t), cr,(t)>. Suppose to the contrary that qr(t+) < c. By Theorem 1.3, 
there is a point a! E (t, c), a point /3 E (a, c) and a solution y(s) of (1.1) such 
that [a; y] > 0 and [!3; y] > n - [a; y]. However, Theorem 2.2 implies that 
~+dt+),..., pN+l(tf), pJt+J} > c which is a contradiction if [IX; y] > N. 
Also, a contradiction follows from Theorem 1.5 if [p; y] > N. The only 
remaining possibility is that [a; y] = N and [p; y] = N which contradicts 
P&f] > c. 
The fact that ql(t) = min(sDB(t), u,L-m+l(t)) follows similarly. 
COROLLARY 32.1. If t E (a, co), (1.1) is self-adjoint, and i # n/2, then 
w(t) = Q(t). 
Proof. If n = 3, the corollary is a consequence of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5. 
Suppose i < n/2. Theorem 3.2 implies that vl(t+) = min{Q(t+), u2(t+)}; 
however, by Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 2.1, one sees that u2(tf) > pl(t+) = 
p&t+) > $(t+). Therefore, vi(t) = Q(t) by Lemma 2.3. An analogous 
argument takes care of the case where n > 4 and i > n/2. 
As already mentioned, Peterson [21] has shown that yl(t) = min(s,“(t), s?‘(t)} 
when i f j. Corollary 3.2.1 shows a stronger conclusion is possible when 
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(1.1) is self-adjoint. Leighton and Nehari [16] have shown for the self- 
adjoint equation (r(x) y”)” + p(x) y = 0, where T(X) > 0, p(x) > 0, 
r(x) E P(n, co), and p(x) E C(a, co), that saa(u+) = CO; however, it is not 
always true that ~~(a+) = co. This shows it is not in general possible to 
have i = n/2 when n is even in Corollary 32.1 even though I = si2(t) 
for 1 < i. < IZ - 1 when n is odd. 
Suppose n = 10 and (1.1) is self-adjoint. With reference to Diagram 2,1, 
Theorem 3.2 implies that qi(t) = minisi”( (~~(t)) when sik is below L, and 
vi(t) = min(s,(;(t), pa) when sDk: is below R, e If 2 < PH ,< 4, then 
pi = min(st(t), ~,~%(t)> when sik is below L, and k < nz and qr(t) = 
min{s,fi(t), ~ii-,,~(t)} when s,li is below R, and 12 < m. 
TEEOREM 3.3. !f t E (a, co), i + k - 1 < p, and k < m < n - q + 1, 
then ql(t) = min{.Q(t), s9*(t), o,(t)). 
Proof. Let c = min($(t+), spp(t+), uVl(t+)). By Lemma 2.3, it suffices to 
show that qi(t+) >, c. There are three cases depending on whether m < 
ifk-l,i+k--1 <f?~<p,orm.>p. 
Case 1. Suppose nz < i + k - 1. By Theorem 2.2, p&t*) > c 
(j = l,..., n. - i - k). In particular c < pi+7.(t+) < ~~+~(t+) so that Theo- 
rem 2.2 applies again to yield that pj(t+) > c (j = l,..., i -+ k - 1). Hence, 
by Theorem 1.3, qi(t+) >, c as desired. 
Case 2. Suppose i + K -- 1 < m < p. If ‘YE = IZ - 1, then pm(t+) > c 
by Theorem 2.1. If m < 1z - 2, then Theorem 2.2 implies that P&“+) > c 
(j = l,..., n - PZ) so that p,&tf) > c (j = l,..., n - m) in either case. 
If m = 2, then pr(t+) > c by Theorem 2.1. If m > 2, then pj(t+) > c 
(j = l,..., m - 1); hence pr(t+). > c (j = I,..., m - I) in any case. There- 
fore, by Theorem 1.3, pi 3 c. 
Case 3. Suppose m > p. A proof similar to that in Case 1 dispenses 
of this case and completes the proof. 
Consider Diagram 2.1 with the lines Lj and Rj, drawn for some j with 
2 < j < 8. Theorem 3.3 implies that qi(t) = min(s,k(t), s,q(t), +Jtj> when- 
ever sib is below Lj , s,” is below Rf+l and m satisfies k < m < 11 - q. 
In Theorem 3.3, conclusions were drawn when i + k - 1 < p. The case 
where i + k - 1 = p is considered in the next theorem; however, a lemma 
is first established. 
LEMMA 3.1. If a < t < qi(t) < cc and there is a solution y(x) of (1.1) 
with [t; y] < n - 1 and at least n - [t; y] distinct zeros eta the interval 
(t, qJt)], then tkere is a solution Z(X) of .(l.l) with It; x] = n. - 1 and 
[&); 4 2 1‘ 
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Proof. Let t and y(x) be as in the lemma. Also let x(x) be a solution 
of (1.1) such that [t; x] = n - 1. If x(~(t)) =+ 0, then either y(x) + EZ(X) 
or y(x) - CZ(X) for E > 0 and sufficiently small contradicts the definition 
of or proving the lemma. 
Proof. Let c -= min(Q’(t+), spQ(t+), (~,~(t+), an-r~,+r(t~)}. By Lemma 2.3, 
it suffices to show that I > c. The cases where i + k - 1 = 2 or 
p = 11 - 1 need to be treated separately. Suppose that i $ R - 1 = 2 so 
that i = 2, K = 2, and mr = 2. By Lemma 2.1, pl(t+) > c; hence, qr(t+) > c 
by Theorem 3.1. The special case where p = z - 1 is proved in similar 
fashion. 
Hence, it may be assumed that 3 < i + k - 1 = p < n - 2. If either 
ml = i + k - 1 or ms = n - p + 1, then Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 1.3 
imply qr(t+) > c; therefore, assume also that m, < i + K - 1 and m, < 
n-p+l. 
Suppose that I < c and let 01 and /3 be points in (t, c) such that 
Q(N) = /3. Theorem 2.2 implies that p,-?(t+) > c (j = l,..., n - i - k), 
pi+&t+] > c, pj(t+) > c (j = l,..., p - 2), and ~&t+] > c. By Theo- 
rem 1.3, there is a solution y(x) of (1.1) which has at least R zeros on [a, ,8] 
and is nonzero on (a!, 8). The only possibility is that [a; y] = i + k - 1 
and [/3; y] = ?z - i - k + 2. 
Now choose 8 > 0 so small that no solution of (1.1) has at least i + k 
zeros on (01- S,o1+ 8) and also has at least R - i - k zeros on (/I - 6, /3 + S), 
that no solution of (1.1) h as at least p - 2 = i + k - 3 zeros on (CX - 5, 
a + S) and also has at least IZ - p + 2 = n - i - k + 3 zeros in (p - 6, 
,!3+S),andthatt<a!-S<~$B</3-6<~+6<c. 
Lemma 2.1 implies that oi++$-‘(t+) > c since m, < i + k - 1 and k < ml . 
Also, n - i - k +- 2 > 3 since 2 < q < tit, < n - p + 1 = 1~ - i - k + 2. 
Let (CQ} be a sequence of points in (CX - 6, C-X) with lim olj = 01. For each 
positive integer j, let y,(x) be a solution of (1.1) satisfying [tij ; y] = 1, 
[a; yj] = i + k - 2, and [/3;yj] > n - i - k. By Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 
and the fact that ~.~+~(t+) > c, it can be assumed that yj(x) converges 
uniformly to y(x) on [CX - 6, p + S] as j -j co. 
By the choice of 6, v; yj] < n - i - k + 2 for each j. Lemma 2.2 
implies that co; yj] + n - i - k $ 1 for each j. If there is at least one j, 
call it j, , with @; yj,] = n - i - k + 2, then a linear combination of y(x) 
and yi,(x) could be found which would contradict ~~+&t+) > C. Hence, 
&3; yf] = n - i - k for each j. 
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Since -Y(X) is a solution of (l.l), assume that y(x) > 0 for P E (a, 6). 
Select N so large that yN(x) > 0 for x E [a + 6, p - 61 and 
r(P + W) . YN(P + WI > 0. 
By the choices of N and 6, it follows that [crN ; yN] = 1, [E; yN] = i + k - 2, 
yN(x) > 0 for x E (n, /3 - 61, [/3; yN] = 12 - i - k, and yX@ + S/2) and 
y(/? + A/2) have the same sign. From oa ‘fB-2(t+) > c and Lemma 2.2, one sees 
that yN(.r) cannot have a zero of odd exact order in (p - 6, p) u (8, p + a/2). 
Therefore, for some E > 0, Y(X) and yN(x) have the same sign for all 
s E (P - E, B) u (13, P + 4. Th en for some d > 0 and sufficiently small, 
call it do , J’(X) - &&x) has [cq y - doyM] = i + k - 2, a simple zero 
in (cr, 01 + S), a simple zero in (/3 - 6, /3), and [p; y - dOyN] = n - i - k. 
Hf n - i - k = 1, then Lemma 3.1 implies a contradiction of ~,+r(t+) 3 c. 
If n - i - k > 1, then after a finite number of linear combinations of 
solutions, one obtains a solution of (1.1) 1 raving a zero at z of exact order 
i $ k - 2 and at least n - i - k + 2 simple zeros in (a, /3] which again 
contradicts p+r(t+) > c by Lemma 3.1. This completes the proof. 
Some interesting corollaries are now given. 
COROLLARY 3.4.1. Suppose no solution of (1.1) h aA more tha8 12 xelpos at t.wo -
points; that is, suppose that aj(a+) = cc~ (j = 2,..., n - 1). If i + k - 1 < p, 
then VI(t) = min{Q(t), svQct)) for all t E (a, Co). 
COROLLARY 3.4.2. [ffi + k - 1 = p, then I = min{s,k(t), J~Q(~), uD(t)> 
for all t E (a, c0). 
COROLLAR'IT 3.4.3. Suppose t E (a, CO). If k < m < i f k - L = p ( 
11 - q + 1, then ?~r(t) = min{$(t), s,“(t), onI(t If k < i + k - 1 = p and 
q < m < n - p + 1, then I = min{$‘(t), s,~(t), u,n,-,,+l(t)j. 
COROLLARY 3.4.4. Suppose t E (a, a~). Then 
(1) ql(t) = min(s12(t), $-l(t)} = minfsl”(t), s2q(t), a,(t): = min(sT-l(t), 
L(t)> = min(L(t), L(t), o,-l(t)j, 
(2) I = min(Q(t), sg*(t)) if either i + 1 < p or p + q - 1 < i, and 
(3) qr(t) = min(s,‘(t), sj’+r(t)) when 2 < i < n - 3 and q < II - i, and 
Tl(t) = min(sp-ifl(t), sp2(t)} when i > 1 and 3 < p < n - 2. 
Proof of Corollaries 3.4.1-3.4.4. Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 directly imply 
Corollary 3.4.1 while Corollary 3.4.2 follows from Theorem 3.4 with 
q=i+k--landm,=n-p+l. 
To prove Corollary 3.4.3, let c = min(st(t+), spq(t+), o,(t+)j where 
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K < m < i + k - 1 = p < n - 4 + 1. Theorem 3.4 implies that or x 
min(sdk(t+), s*q(t+), u,,(t+), ~~+~(t+)} while Theorem 2.2 implies that 
~~+~(t+) > c. Then I > c and Lemma 2.3 implies the result. A similar 
proof yields the other conclusion. 
Conclusion (1) of Corollary 3.4.4 is ,now proved. In Theorem 3.4 take 
mr = 2 and m2 = n - 1 to obtain qr(t) = min{Q(t), szq(t), pa} and take 
m, = n - 1 and m9 = 2 to obtain 7Jt) = min{si-,(t), s:Jt), ~.,~-~(t)>. The 
rest of conclusion (1) is Theorem 3.1. 
To prove one part of conclusion (2) of Corollary 3.4.4, suppose i + 1 < p 
and let c = m.in{si2(t+), sB*(t+)>. F rom Theorem 2.1, am > c and then, 
applying Theorem 3.3, one sees that I > c thus proving that I = 
min{si,*(t), s.,“(t)>. The other implication follows in similar fashion. 
Suppose now that 2 < i < n - 3 and 4 < n - i, and let c = min{$(t+), 
.$+r(t+)>. Corollary 3.4.3 with K = m = 2 implies or = min(s,“(t+), 
si”+&+), u&+)); h owever cr2(t+) > c by Theorem 2.1. Thus or > c so 
that I = min@(t), s&(t)}. Th e rest of conclusion (3) follows similarly. 
This completes the proof of the corollaries. 
Some work has been done which suggests that the hypothesis of Corol- 
lary 3.4.1 is not too restrictive. For example, Hunt [12] has proved a theorem 
which implies that no solution of (my@))@) +p(x) y = 0, where Y(X) 
and p(x) are continuous and r(x) * p( x is never zero, has more than 2n ) 
zeros at two points. Nehari [18] h as also established conditions which 
guarantee that no solution of (1.1) h as more than n zeros at two points. 
Suppose n = 10 and no solution of (1.1) has at least n + 1 = 11 zeros 
at two points. Ifj is chosen with 2 < j < 18 - 1 and Vj is drawn in Diagram 
2.1, Corollary 3.4.1 implies that qr(t) = min(Q(t), s,*(t)> whenever siE is 
below Lj and sDQ is below -Ri . Theorem 3.4 and the rest of its corollaries 
may also be interpreted in terms of Diagram 2.1. 
Corollary 3.4.4 summarizes some ways in which Q(Z) can be written as 
the minimum of si2(t) and other boundary-value functions. Conclusion (2) 
actually follows from Theorem 3.3 but is included here for completeness 
of this discussion. Consider sdz in Diagram 2.1. Conclusions (2) and (3) 
of Corollary 3.4.4 imply that I = min{sdz(t), s,“(t)} when s$ is below La 
and different from sr4 and that qr(t) = min{s,‘?(t), si”(t)} when sip is below 
R5 and different from ss6; hence, there are at least 19 different choices of 
sjli such that I = min{s4*(t), $(t)>. 
4. ZERO-DISTRIBUTIONS OF EXTREMAL SOLUTIONS 
For Eq. (l.l), results on the zero-distributions of extremal solutions for 
m(t) have been obtained by Sherman [29] and by Kim [14]. There has also 
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been work on the zero-distributions of extremal solutions for qr;(t) (k >, I) 
for fourth order equations. 
Suppose now that T(X), P(X), and Q(X) are continuous on (a, 00) and that 
T(X) > 0, P(X) > 0, and Q(X) > 0 for x E (n, co). For the equation 
(T(X) y”)” + pan = 0, Leighton and Nehari [16] showed that pa(a+) = r~j 
and then continued on to show that extremal solutions for q&t) (R 3 I) 
are unique up to constant multiples and either have a triple zero at t and 
exactly k simple zeros in (t, I] or have exactly K simple zeros in [f, I) 
and a triple zero at y,,.(t). Peterson [23] proved the same conclusion regarding 
estremal solutions for I is valid provided it is only assumed that n = 4, 
Eq, (1.1) is self-adjoint, and p2(a+j = ccj. For the equation 
(F(x)y”)N - p(x) y = 0, 
Leighton and Nehari [16] proved that pl(n+) = pa(u+-) = ~*(a+) = co and 
then, no longer using the special nature of the equation, showed that extremai 
solutions for qk(t) (K >, 1) are unique up to constant multiples and have 
double zeros at t and I and exactly K - 1 simple zeros in (t, I). Pudei 
[24, 2.51 established the same results for the equation 
Y (4) - q(x) y” - p(x) y = 0. 
In a work of T. Sherman and the author [2711, it was shown that n = 4 
and ~;~?(a+) = co implies that pr(a+) = &a+) = a; hence, the same con- 
clusions regarding the zeros of extremal solutions for I (li > 1) hold 
when it is only assumed that n = 4 and sa2(a+) = co. 
The theorems of this section are of the same nature as the last result 
mentioned above. For example, if no solution of (1.1) has more than n 
zeros at two points and s,a(a*) = w where 1 < i < n - 1, these results 
imply that extremal solutions for I (K > 3) are unique up to constant 
multiples, have a zero at t of exact order i, have a zero at &t) of exact order 
tz - i, and have exactly k - 1 simple zeros in (t, &t)). Once the nature 
of extremal solutions is determined, it is possible to show that I is an 
increasing continuous function and is the inverse function of qr-(t). Fourth 
order results of this type were obtained by Leighton and Nehari [16]> 
Peterson [23], and Pudei [24, 251. The proofs presented here make no use 
of separation of zero properties such as those utilized by Leighton and 
Nehari, Peterson, and Pudei. Rondrateev [15] has produced some very 
interesting examples showing that separation properties cannot generally be 
hoped for when dealing with higher order equations. 
Before the main theorems two lemmas are proved. 
LEMMA 4.1. hppose 2 < i < 72 - 2, t > a, alzd c = min{si2(t+), ui+r(tC)? 
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oc(t+)>. If y(x) is a solutioz of (1.1) with Niz-zeros oz (t, c), then y(x) has 
exactly tlwee zeros ilz (t, c); fwthemore, ;f p, y, and 6 al-e those zeros and 
,8 < y < 6, then [p; y] = i, [y; y] = 2, and [6; y] = n - i. 
hoof. Suppose 01 E (t, c) and A(a, Ni2, (t, c)) is not empty. Let 
y(x) E A(a, IV;, (t, c)) b e given. It is first shown that L(y) = 1, R(y) = 1, 
bl(y); yl = i, [a; y] = 2, and [My); yl = n - i. 
Theorem 2.3 implies that [a; y] = 2. 
Suppose that L(y) > 1. Let B = {v(“Y) / v(x) EA(~, N?, (t, c)) and 
L(v) > I> and let U(X) E B be such that M(v) > M(u) for all v(x) E B. 
Letting W(X) be a solution of (1 .I) for which [q(u); zu] > [ar(zc); U] - 1, 
[C+(U); w] 3 [cq(u); u] for 1 < j < L(U) - 1, 
LkA-I 
[~~d4; WI 3 i - 2 - 1 [olj(4; 4, j=:l 
[a; ~1 > 3, iI%( WI b @j(u); 4 for 1 <<j < R(u) and [PRdu); WI b 
n - i - 1 - zFJ+’ [/3,(u); u] (take CfJy’-’ [13,(U); 241 := 0 if R(u) = l), one 
sees that a linear combination of U(X) and w(x) can be found which violates 
the minimality of M(U). This proves L(y) = 1. 
Analogous reasoning shows R(y) = 1. 
Suppose that [ml(y); y] f i in which case [q(y); y] = i - 1 by Theo- 
rem 2.3. Let B = (V(X) 1 C(X) E a(~, Nia, (t, c)) and [q(a); ~$1 = i - I}, 
P = min{M(v) I +a) E B}, and u(x) E B be such that M(U) = P. Since 
Q(t+) > c, either [Us; U] > 1 or ,i&(zl); U] > 1. Let W(X) be a solution of 
(1.1) such that [oil(u); zu] > i - 2, [ ol; w] > 3 and [/$(u); w] > 1z - i - 2. 
A linear combination of U(X) and U(X), call it Z(N), can be found which either 
contradicts the minimality of M( u or is an element of A(rr, N2*, (t, c)) with ) 
L(z) > 1 contradicting what was shown above; hence, [al(y); y] = d. 
The fact that [PI(y); y] = 12 - i follows similarly. 
It only remains to show that y(x) f: 0 for x E (t, q(y)) u (PI(y), c). 
Suppose that y(f) = 0 where t E (t, al(y)). If i = 2, then y(x) E A(cxr(y), 
Nz, (t, c)) so that [a; y] = 2 = II - 2 contradicting sz4(t+) 3 c. If i > 1, let 
w(x) be a solution of (1.1) for which [t; w] > 1, [al(y); w] 3 i - 3, 
[a; w] > 3, and [PI(y); U] > n - i - 2. For any real number E, let w,(x) -= 
y(x) - EW(X). Then, for some E + 0 with 1 E 1 sufficiently small, w,(x) E 
.kl(ol, Ni2, (t, c)) but [aI( WJ + i which is a contradiction. This proves 
y(x) f 0 for n E (t, q(y)). 
A similar argument shows y(x) f 0 f or x E (/3,(y), c) thus completing the 
proof of the lemma. 
L~nmm 4.2. Suppose 2 < i < n - 2, t > a, c = min(s:(t+), ai+r(t+), 
ai(t and P, i1 ,..., i, are ilztegers such that T 3 2 an.d ij > 2 (j = I,..., Y). 
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.rf% ,.-*, a, are real lzumbers with t < o?~ < ... < a,. < c and y(x) is a solution 
of (1.1) such that [ai ; y] 3 ij (j = l,..., r), then the follozoing conchsions 
are valid. 
(1) If s is the smallest integer for which il + ‘.. f i, > i, then 
i, + ... + i, = i. 
(2) Jf s is the largest itlteger with s < F and i, + ... + i, .& n - i, 
thelt i, + .-,+ir =n-i. 
(3) -!I il 1 1 ... + i,. > II, the71 r = 3, il = i, i, =- 2, is = 11 - i, and 
y(x) f 0 for x E (t, c) - {cd1 , 01.2 ) as}. 
(4) If i, f ... + i, = i and 01 is such that y(a) I= 0 and 
a E (t, %] - (ail ,..., EJ, then i = 2, [a; y] = 2, and y(x) has N,z-zeros on 
(t, 4. 
(5) If i,+..--t&=12- i and 01 is such that y(a) = 0 artd 
YE [a, ) cj - (CQ ,...) E.~}, then i = n - 2, [a; y] = 2, and y(xj has Nz-,-xeros 
on (t, c). 
Proof. Let s be the smallest integer such that ii + ... i- i, 3 i. Assume 
that i, + ... $ i, > i. Theorem 2.3 implies s > 1 and hence that 
i1 -t- ... + i,-, < i. Using Lemma 4.1, one sees that i, > 2. If 
4 + ... + i, 2 n, then i, > n - i t 1 contradicting Theorem 2.3; hence, 
21 1 . 1 ... + i, < n. But then letting p = il + ..~ + i,-, + 1 and q = i, , 
one sees that y(x) has N,Qeros on (t, c) again contradicting Theorem 2.3. 
This proves conclusion (1). 
Conclusion (2) follows similarly and conclusion (3) follov,s from (1), (2), 
and Lemma 4.1. 
To prove (4), let s be the integer such that i1 i ... + i, = i and suppose 
y(aj = 0 where 01 E (t, EJ - (01~ ,..., OIgj. If i, = 2, then y(x) has Ni2-zeros 
on (t, c) and [m; y] = i. Hence, by conclusion (3), i I= 2, [a; y] = 2, and 
y(x) has Kz2-zeros on (t, c) proving conclusion (4). 
Conclusion (5) follows similarly thus proving the lemma. 
The following theorem disposes of the special cases where i = 1 or 
i=n-lr. 
THEOREM 4.1. If b > a, c = min(si2(b-+), oe(b+)), b < t < &t) < c, and 
y(x) is an extremal solution for Ta(t), then [t; y] = 1, [Tk(tj; yJ = II - 1: 
and y(xj has exactE3, k - 1 distinct zeros in (t, qk(t)) each of which is simple. On 
the other hand, if b > a, c = min{s2,-r(b+), o ,,-,(b+)}, b < t < qr(t) < c, and 
y(x) is an extuemal solutiorz for yk(t), tlaen [t; y] = n - 1, [q,<(t); y] = 1, 
and y(x) has exactly k - 1 distinct Zeros in (t, qk(t)) each of zuhich is sinaple. 
FinaZZy, if eithm s12(a+) = u2(a+) = 00 OP siJa+) = u&a+) = oc), then 
vi.(t) afld qL-(t) are iravevse futactions, the domain of q;(t) is the intercal (a, L,) 
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for some L, with a < L, < CO, the range of qk(t) is the interval (LB , a) for 
some L, with a <L, < 03, qk(t) is a strictly infleasing continuous function 
oj- t, and I depends continuously on the coeficients in Eq. (1.1). 
Proof. If n > 4, all conclusions follow from Theorem 5.1, Corollary 5.1.1 
and Theorem 5.2 of [28]. 
Suppose n = 3, 6 > a, c = min(s,“(b+), 02(b+)}, 6 < t < 7,(t) < c, and 
y(x) has qk-zeros on [t, va(t)]. Suppose E > 0 is given and let U(X) be a 
solution of (1 .l) with [t; U] = 2. By considering y(x) + U(X) and y(x) - CU(X) 
for small positive values of c, one first sees that [I; y] = 2 and y(x) 
has exactly K - 1 distinct zeros in (t, qk(t)), and then that there is a solution of 
(1.1) with a simple zero at t and at least k + 1 simple zeros in (t, qJt> + E). 
The rest of the conclusions when n = 3 follow from analogous reasoning 
when c = min{ss2(b+~), I;  and f rom Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 of [28] when 
sl*(a+) = uz(a+) = co or sz-r(a+) = a,-,(a+) = Co. 
Theorem 4.1 implies the following sufficient condition for oscillation. 
COROLLARY 4.1.1. If sz+l(a+) = u,n-l(a+) = co, then Eq. (1.1) is oscil- 
latory if and on& ;f every solution of (1.1) which has a zero of exact order 
n - 1 is oscillatory. 
Aliev [5] has shown that pa(O) = pa(O) ,= 00 for the equation y(*) - y’ = 0. 
Lemma 1 of [29] then’ implies that r(2, 1, 1; 0) = 00. Since y’*) - y’ = 0 
has constant coefficients, it follows that az(t) = s,z(b) = cc for all t E (-CO, CO). 
Likewise, +(t) = s,“(t) = co for all t E (-co, cc) for the equation 
y(a) + y’ = 0 thus producing two examples of equations which satisfy 
conditions such as those in Theorem 4.1. 
The nature of the zero-distributions of extremal solutions when 2 < i < 
z - 2 are now investigated. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose n > 5, 2 < i < n - 2, b > a, c = min(s,‘(b+), 
a&6+~), cri(b+)), b < t < qk(t) < c, and y(x) is an extremal solution for qk(t). 
Then 
(1) [t; y] = i and [&t); y] = n - i; 
(2) y(x) is unique up to constant multiples; 
(3) y(x) has exactZy k - 1 zeros on (t, Tn(t)); 
(4) a: E (t, TR(t)) and [a; y] > 1 implies that k = 3 and [cx; y] 1 2; 
(5) 01 E (b, t) and [a; y] > 0 implies that h = 1, i = 2, [a; y] = 2, and 
y(x) is nonzero on (6, c) - (01, t, I>; and 
(6) a! E (Tk(t), c) and [a; y] > 0 implies that R = 1, i = R - 2, [a; y] = 2, 
and y(x) is nonzero on (6, c) - (t, ql(t), a>. 
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Proof. Suppose a < b < t < ~.(tj < c. By Theorem 2.3, s:-l(t+j 3 c; 
hence, no extremal solution for I has only simple zeros on (t, ~.(tj], 
for if U(X) were such an extremal solution and Z(X) is a solution of (1.1) 
with [t; x] = n - 1, then either U(X) + GZ(X) or U(X) - CZ(X) for E > 0 and 
sufficiently small would violate the definition of I. 
Let A = {X(X) j Z(X) is an extremal solution for v,Jt)). For every z(x) E A, 
let q(z),..., q&) where t < al(z) < *.. < a,(,)(x) < -qk(t) be all the 
distinct multiple zeros of X(X) in [t, I] and Iet M(X) be defined by M(z) = 
C,“l”: [aj(xj; z]. 7% eorem 2.3 implies that [t; z] < i and [y*(t); x] < n - i 
for all X(.X) E il. Let B = (z(x) E A j [t; z] < i or [qJ,t); z] < n - i>= 
Suppose that B is not empty. A contradiction will be obtained thus proving 
conclusion (1). Since B is not empty, let P = min(M(xj / x(x) E B) and let 
u(x) E B be such that M(u) = P. There are three cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that [t; U] = 1. This will be treated in two subcases 
where h(u) = 1 or h(u) > 1. 
Suppose that h(uj = 1. Let V(X) be a solution of (1.1) such that [t; V] 3 
n - [ai( U] and [ai( a] > [q(u); a] - 1. If [cx~(u); u] f n - i, then 
[+); v] = [al(u); u] - 1 by Th eorem 2.3; hence, a linear combination of 
U(X) and V(X) can be found which either contradicts the definition of I 
or contradicts the minimality of M(U). Therefore, [ml(u); U] = n - i. If 
i = 2 and ai =: q&(t), then [I; V] = n - 3 for otherwise a linear 
combination of U(X) and V(X) could be found to contradict pr(t+) > c;. 
however, a linear combination of U(X) and V(X) can then be found to violate 
the minimality of ~W(U). If i = 2, it is also impossible to have ~~(21) < I 
since Nz-‘(t+) > c. Hence, it must be that i > 3 and [011(u); U] = n - i. For 
E > 0, let y,(x) be a solution of (1.1) with [t; yJ >, i - 2, [cx~(u) - E; yE] > 2, 
and~~~(~);~~]~~-~-l.ByTheorems1.1and1.2,~~~(u);~~]=n-i-l 
for c > 0 and sufficiently small; however, a linear combination of U(X) and 
yE(x) for some E > 0 can be found which contradicts either the minimality 
of M(U) or the definition of vk(t). This disposes of the possibility that 
h(u) = 1. 
Now suppose that h(u) > 1. Since [t; u] = 1, Lemma 4.2 implies 
that M(U) < n - 1. Let Z(X) be a solution of (1.1) having it; z] > 
n - 1 - C;:-‘([a&i); u] - 1) and [E&); X] > l&(u); U] - 1 (j = I,..., h(u)). 
Then [t; z] > 2, x(&t)) = 0, and [q(u); z] > [CQ(U); U] (i = I,..., h(u)) for 
otherwise a linear combination of U(X) and Z(X) can be found to produce a 
contradiction. By Lemma 4.2, h(u) = 2, a,(u) = I., and [a,(u); U] = 2. 
Suppose first that i = 2. Then [I; U] < n - 4 since p3(t*) > c; therefore, 
n 2 6. Let W(X) be a solution of (1.1) such that [t; W] > 3, [C+(U); W] > I, 
and [c~(zc); w] 3 II - 5. It follows that [q(5c); W] = 1 and [aa( m] = 
n - 5, and a linear combination of U(X) and w(x) can be found which con- 
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tradicts the minimality of M(U). This shows that i > 2. In this case, let 
w(x) be a solution of (1.1) with [t; zu] 3 1 and [am; W] > a - 2. But then 
h(4; 4 < 1, h(t); 4 > CT&); 1 u , an d a contradiction of the minimality 
of M(u) again follows. This contradiction shows Case 1 is impossible. 
Case 2. Suppose that 1 < [t; U] < i. Then i 3 3 and /z(u) > 1 since 
u(x) has at least one multiple zero in (t, y,(t)]. Assume that k(u) = 2 and 
[oi,(u); u] # n - i. If z(x) is a solution of (1.1) such that [aa( Z] .> 
[P+(U); U] - 1 and [t; x] > n - [as(u); u], then Theorem 2.3 implies that 
[ma(~); Z] = [as(u); U] - 1 which in turn implies a contradiction either of 
the minimality of M(U) or of the definition of am, Now assume that 
h(u) = 2 and [c&); U] = 12 - i. If x,x. ( .) f ore >Oisasolutionof(I.I)with 
[t; a<] 3 i - 2, [a,(u) - E; ZJ > 2, and [o~.Ju); ZJ 3 n - i - 1, then 
[+(U); ZJ = n - i - 1 for E sufficiently small. A contradiction of either the 
minimality of M(U) or the definition of I again follows. Therefore, it is 
impossible to have h(u) = 2. 
Suppose that h(u) >, 3. Let Z(X) be a solution of (1.1) such that [q(u); x] > 
[aj(zl); U] - I (2 <j < h(u)) and [t; Z] > n - 1 - Cy$ ([q(u); U] - 1). 
Lemma 4.2 implies M(U) < n which in turn implies [t; Z] > [t; u]. If 
[q(u); Z] < [~Ju); U] for some j with 2 < j < h(u), then a contradiction 
of either the minimality of M( u or the definition of I. can be obtained; ) 
therefore, suppose that [olr(zl); x] > [aj(u); U] (j = 2,..., h(u)). One then sees 
that h(u) = 3, [01&u); U] = 2, [aa( u] < ~ri - i, C%(u); U] > Z. - i - 2, 
and aa(u) = I. Lemma 4.2 implies [t; U] # i - 1; hence, 1 < [t; U] < 
i - 1 and i > 3. Now let W(X) be a solution of (1.1) having [t; W] > i - 3, 
[C+(U); w] > 1, and [am; w] 3 1z - i + 1. Since Nr-i’l(b+) > c, then 
[t; w] = i - 3 and [E,(U); w] = 1. A 1 inear combination of u(x) and w(x) 
can be found to contradict the minimality of M(U) showing Case 2 is 
impossible. 
Case 3. Suppose that [t; U] = i but [qB(t); U] < n - i. The fact that 
U(X) has at least one multiple zero in (t, qk(t)] implies that h(u) > 1. Also, 
M(u) < n by Lemma 4.2. 
Assume first that h(u) = 2. If M(U) = 11, then [aB(u); U] = n - i and 
cxf(u) < I; however, Lemma 4.2 then implies [I; U] = 2 thus con- 
tradicting h(u) = 2. Therefore, M(U) < n which also implies that [as(u); ZJ] < 
n - i. By Letting Z(X) be a solution of (1.1) with [t; Z] > n - [q,(u); U] 
and [ma(~); Z] > [me(u); U] - 1 and taking linear combinations of U(X) and 
z(x), one obtains a contradiction showing that h(u) + 2. 
Now assume that h(u) > 2. Let Z(X) be a solution of (1.1) for which 
[t; Z] 3 n - 1 - C,“l”,’ ([aj(~); U] - 1) and [aj(~); X] > [aj(u); U] - 1 (j = 
2 ,-**> h(u)). By Theorem 2.3, [olj(zl); Z] = [&U); u] - 1 (j = 2,..., h(u)); 
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therefore, a linear combination of U(X) and Z(X) can be found which yields 
a contradiction and completes the proof of conclusion (1). 
Conclusion (2) follows from conclusion (1) and Theorem 2.3. 
Suppose 01 E (t, I) and [m; y] > 1. Lemma 4.2 implies that t, a, and 
qR(fj are the only zeros of y(x) in (B, cj and that [IX; y] = 2. From the zero- 
distribution of y(x), it follows that K < 3. Let W(X) be a solution of (1.1) 
with [t; w] > i + 1 and t&t); w] > n - i - 2. Then [I; w] = IZ - i - 2 
and W(X) f 0 for x E (t, qk(t)) since Ni+‘(b+) > c. If k = 1 or K = 2, then 
there is a linear combination of y(x) and w(x) which is an extremal solution 
for am with a zero at qa(t) of exact order less than n - i thus contradicting 
conclusion (1). This completes the proof of conclusion (4). 
The proof of conclusion (3) is completed by showing that Y(X) cannot 
have more than K - 1 simple zeros in (t, am). If this is not the case, choose 
W(X) as in the proof of conclusion (4) above. Again, a linear combination 
of y(%v) and w(x) can be found to contradict conclusion (1). 
Conclusions (5) and (6) follow from conclusions (4) and (5) of Lemma 4.2 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Supposen > 5, 2 < i < n - 2,andsi2(a+) = oi+l(a+) = 
a,(a+) = a;. Then I and ql;-(t) are ipjverse functions, the domain of r),(t) 
is the interval (a, L,) for some L, with a <L, < co, the range of +Ik(t) is the 
intePva1 (L, , co) -for- some L, with a < L, < co, &t) is a strictly increasing 
contilnloals function oft, and yk(t) depends continuousb on the coeficients in (1.1). 
Proo$ Suppose a < t < q.(t) < co and Y(X) is an extremal solution 
for qB(t). Let < > 0 be given. For each j with i + 1 <J’ < n - 1, let Wj(Xj 
be a solution of (1.1) such that [t; wj] > j and [qk(t); We] > n - 1 - ;i. 
Since N,‘(a+) = 00 for i + 1 < j < n - 1, one can produce a finite number 
of linear combinations of the solutions Y(X), M~+~(x),..., w 7,-l(~j which result in 
a solution U(X) such that [t; U] = i and U(X) has at least n + k - i - f 
simple zeros in (t, qk(t) + 6). Likewise, one can find a solution v(x) of (1.1) 
having [qk(t); v] > n - i and at least i + k - 1 simple zeros in (t - E, qs(t)). 
Furthermore, by the continuous dependence of solutions on initial conditions, 
there is a solution of (I .l) having at least n + k - 1 zeros in (f, q,..fj + Gj and 
there is another solution of (1.1) with at least R + k - I zeros in (t - E, v,;(t)). 
The conclusions now follow from Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 of 1281. 
Also, if R f 3, all conclusions excepting the continuous dependence of 
vk(tj on the coefficients in (1.1) follow directly from Theorem 4.2 of [28]. 
The case where n = 4 and i = 2 is omitted in Theorem 4.2 and Theo- 
rem 4.3 because a stronger result is possible as shown by the following 
remark. 
Remark. If n = 4, b 3 a, c = sZ2(6+), b < t < qk(t) < c, and Y(X) is 
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an extremal solution for q&(t), then [t; y] = 2, [&t); y] = 2, y(x) is unique 
up to constant multiples, Y(X) has exactly K - 1 distinct zeros in (t, am) 
each of which is simple, and y(x) # 0 for x E (b, t) U (qr(t), co). Further- 
more, if ~a(&) = co, then the conclusions regarding I and TV--(t) 
contained in Theorem 4.3 are valid. 
This Remark follows from the work in [27] and Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 
of [28]. The stronger result is possible because, in this case, it can be proved 
that pr(t+) > sz2(t+) and p&t+) > sa2(t+). Also, iVs2(t) = sa2(t) when ?z = 4. 
The following questions are posed, all of ~which the author believes can be 
answered affirmatively. 
(1) Can the theorems of Section 3 be sharpened to m(t) = 
min{s,k(t), sgq(t)> when t > a and i + K - 1 < p ? 
(2) Can Theorem 2.3 be sharpened to $(t+) < ND”(t+) when t > a, 
p+q>i+2,andp,<i? 
If question (2) can be answered affirmatively, then the results of Section 4 
can be improved upon in a corresponding way. 
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